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How the Smart Grid Makes Restoration Faster and Easier for Utilities 

Energy powers the lives of people worldwide, and when the switch goes off, customers want it back – fast. 

Residents and businesses rely on utilities to respond to power outages quickly and restore power as fast as 
possible. Despite the scope of damage during Hurricane Sandy, utilities, government officials and environmental 
organizations universally noted the smart grid’s benefits to accelerate power restoration.

In a time of crisis, the ability to restore service faster and more 
efficiently is invaluable. During Hurricane Sandy, even utilities with 
only partially complete smart grid implementations improved 
and streamlined outage management. Smart grid technology 
gave utilities greater visibility into affected areas with two-way 
communications. With real-time insight, the smart grid automated 
key processes, easily locating and rerouting power around trouble 
spots, reducing unnecessary truck rolls and saving costs.

In Washington, D.C., Pepco, with 425,000 activated smart meters, 
restored power to all impacted customers within 48 hours of 
the storm hitting, using advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 
to quickly and easily verify restoration. U.S. Secretary of Energy 
Steven Chu praised Pepco’s speed in restoring service.

With just 10 percent of 1.3 million planned smart meters installed, Baltimore Gas and Electric (BGE), restored power 
to 90 percent of affected customers within 48 hours. BGE’s ability to restore power in areas already using AMI was 
much faster than in areas without smart meters. With smart meter technology, BGE could target crews to work on 
remaining outages and not waste time in areas where the power had already been restored.  

How Silver Spring Improves Outage Management 
 
Increased reliability is a hallmark of the smart grid. By enabling two-way communications between devices and a 
utility’s operation’s center, Silver Spring’s robust AMI platform provides real-time outage information, delivering a 
range of benefits, including: 

 » Reduced costs – streamlined operations eliminate avoidable and costly truck rolls 
 » Enhanced customer service – proactive outage notification and precise restoration data enable a timely and 

targeted response
 » Faster, more efficient power restoration – automated outage detection and response improve reliability and 

maximize system up time 

A utility’s core business is to keep power flowing, so service restoration is one of its most mission-critical 
processes. To identify and fix outages as quickly as possible across the smart grid, Silver Spring’s AMI platform 
meets the following key requirements: 

 » Integration between AMI and existing utility systems
 » Sufficient outage notification 
 » Intelligent analysis and processing of outage data
 » Immediate verification of power restoration/individual customer service
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They [smart meters] 
certainly improve 
recovery time without 
a doubt. They help to 
improve the efficiency of 
the restoration.”

MARCUS BEAL
SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER  
OF SMART METERS
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Integration between AMI and existing utility systems

An AMI system must tie into a utility’s outage management system (OMS) in order to support two-way 
communications regarding outages and restorations – delivering last gasp alarms when power is lost and 
notifications when service is restored. Built on the IPv6-based Silver Spring Smart Energy Platform™, Silver Spring’s 
UtilityIQ® Outage Detection System (ODS) ensures complete and seamless integration with a utility’s OMS in order 
to deliver immediate feedback on meter outage and restoration status.

Using Silver Spring’s ODS software, BGE was able to directly 
communicate with smart meters during Hurricane Sandy. With 
flexible two-way communications, BGE could quickly determine 
whether power was on or off, automating a typically labor-
intensive and time-consuming process. 

Silver Spring’s standards-based AMI solution also easily 
integrates with all other systems used in identifying outages and 
communicating with affected customers, including Customer 
Information System (CIS).

Sufficient outage notification 

To enable the OMS to accurately predict any outage, an AMI 
system must also deliver a sufficient number and distribution 
of last gasps. Silver Spring’s AMI has been proven to deliver 
sufficient last gasps for the OMS to predict with 100 percent 
accuracy a variety of outage sizes and types – including outages 
at the meter, transformer, fuse and feeder level. 

Key to this accuracy is Silver Spring’s ability to deliver 100 percent of last gasps for single meter outages and 
an even distribution of last gasps for larger outages. The Silver Spring AMI system delivers last gasps within 
seconds, allowing a utility’s OMS to predict the outage even before customers call, so dispatchers can assign 
repair crews more rapidly and cut restoration times.

Intelligent analysis and processing of outage data

By providing utilities with relevant, actionable information, a modernized AMI helps focus and accelerate utility 
staff response and avoids overwhelming the OMS. Utilities don’t want to open outage tickets and create work 
orders unless an actual sustained outage has occurred. Silver Spring’s UtilityIQ ODS intelligently processes and 
filters data across multiple dimensions, forwarding only actionable information about verified outages to the 
OMS and utility staff. 

Through automatic recognition of non-outage data – such as last gasps stemming from planned meter 
maintenance/removal; malfunctioning meters; and momentary outages – Silver Spring’s ODS ensures that only 
sustained customer interruptions are classified as outages. 

Through this rapid and intelligent analysis, Silver Spring’s AMI system dramatically reduces the volume of data 
sent to the utility and OMS for processing. For example, by correlating individual meter outages to a common 
transformer, Silver Spring’s AMI can easily spot and report a transformer outage. 
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We are seeing a glimpse 
of what is ahead for the 
future of power grids. 
This storm has provided 
an opportunity to see 
how the smart meters 
BGE is currently installing 
will function in storm 
restoration efforts.”

JEANNETTE MILLS 
VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER 
OPERATIONS, BGE, BGE 
CORPORATE BLOG
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Immediate verification of power restoration/individual customer service

Integrated directly into smart meters, Silver Spring Networks’ Communications Module sends restoration notifications 
immediately upon powering up – even while the network is reforming. Through Silver Spring’s patent-pending 
technique, the majority of restoration messages arrive in seconds; real-world testing shows that 90 percent of 
restoration messages arrive in less than five minutes in very large outages and much faster in smaller outages.

With valuable restoration alerts, utilities can quickly see the status of specific meters and focus crew efforts where 
needed. Additionally, utilities can more easily identify nested outages while crews are still in an affected area. 

Further, Silver Spring’s technology allows utilities to easily verify individual customer service. As many as 75 percent 
of outage reports are for single service outages, according to smart grid consulting firm Enspiria Solutions. Silver 
Spring’s near-instant meter ping capability and on-demand meter reads enable utility customer service staff to 
use their CIS console to verify the power status of a meter while on the phone with a customer, quickly assessing 
whether the problem lies on the customer or utility side of the meter.

Keep Power Flowing with Silver Spring Networks

Power outages cost customers tens of billions of dollars each year in 
the United States alone. With regulators closely scrutinizing service 
interruptions, utilities are under increasing pressure to continually improve 
service based on industry reliability metrics. Silver Spring gives utilities 
powerful smart grid solutions that provide a complete and real-time  
picture of outages and corresponding restoration activities. 

Contact Silver Spring Networks to learn more about how its smart grid 
solutions can help you reduce outage duration, improve customer 
satisfaction and keep the power flowing. 

Corporate Headquarters  
555 Broadway Street
Redwood City, CA 94063
O +1 650 839 4000 
Toll Free +1 866 204 0200

www.silverspringnet.com 4

About Silver Spring Networks

Silver Spring Networks is a leading networking platform and solutions provider for smart energy networks. 
With its pioneering IPv6 platform, Silver Spring has networked over 13 million homes and businesses 
throughout the world with the goal of achieving greater energy efficiency for the planet. Silver Spring’s 
innovative products enable utilities to gain efficiencies, integrate renewable energy sources and empower 
customers to monitor and manage energy consumption. Silver Spring Networks is used by major utilities 
around the globe including Baltimore Gas & Electric, CitiPower & Powercor, Commonwealth Edison, 
Florida Power & Light, Jemena Electricity Networks Limited, Pacific Gas & Electric and Pepco Holdings, 
Inc. among others. For more information please visit www.silverspringnet.com.
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As many as 75 percent
of outage reports are
for single service
outages, according to
smart grid consulting
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